When The Polar Express (Robert Zemeckis, 2004 ) rolled into theatres in November 2004, its status as a technological object par excellence almost immediately threatened to exceed its simultaneous existence as a nostalgic holiday film based on the popular children's book of the same name. Backed by a reported $125 million promotional budget, director Robert Zemeckis and star Tom Hanks embarked on an extensive media campaign that sought to reconcile any perceived gap between the film's complicated computer-generated production process, its dazzling, near-photoreal visual aesthetic, and the timeless sentimentality and simplicity of its storyline. 1 However, Zemeckis's most prescient observation had nothing to do with reconciling these seemingly disparate elements of spectacle and story according to the underlying belief (as is widely held in both contemporary popular cinema and academia) that one must necessarily dominate the other. Instead, Zemeckis -however unintentionally -implied that the way we conceive of cinema as an assemblage of spectacular and narrative components may be undergoing a fundamental change, in large part due to its evolving hybridity with other digital media forms:
The traditional, hundred-year-old optic, chemical, mechanical way in which we record movie images is changing . . . It will be a language influenced by the artistry of video games and the internet -a whole new way of how we use images to communicate. 2 While certainly not the first nor the only cinematic evidence of this hybridized phenomenology, The Polar Express provides a useful starting point for a broader consideration of how the language of cinema and that of the interactive digital media have become increasingly intertwined. It also provides an especially useful platform for examining the cultural 'conditions of possibility' that permit and even encourage this cross-pollination -specifically, the cultural desire Scott Bukatman (1998) notes to render typically 'invisible' electronic spaces visible, concrete, and open for exploration.
Effects present the once-inconceivable in detailed, experientially convincing forms. This has important ramifications for the Information Age. The invisible workings of electronic technology are made perceptible and physical, and are figured in metaphorical but embodied terms. The anxieties and desires of the era take on concrete, literal form. The non-visibility of the data strata of society has led to a series of attempts to refigure the workings of the computer as a space that could be perceived by the human sensorium. (p. 255) Using The Polar Express as my primary object of study, I intend to demonstrate how one of the most striking consequences of this new cinematic/gaming hybridity is an immersive, playful mode of spectatorial address that differs from that of classical, live-action narrative cinema and its prioritization of diegetic absorption and identification with psychologically coherent and motivated characters (see Thompson, 1999) . However, I will argue that this 'playful' mode of address also differs somewhat from the sensation-based, confrontational mode of audience engagement Tom Gunning identifies within the early 'cinema of attractions ' prior to 1906 , despite certain scholarly claims (including those of Gunning himself) that computer-generated imagery-driven blockbusters constitute a somewhat tamed return to a purely spectacle-based cinema (Gunning, 1989 (Gunning, , 1990 . Instead, I will contend that this mode of address intends to solicit a viewer who is ostensibly familiar with the surveillance and navigation of video game space -a viewer acquainted with what Henry Jenkins (2002) terms the 'new lively art' of the video game, and its potential to 'open up new aesthetic experiences and transform the computer screen into a realm of experimentation and innovation that is broadly accessible '. This article will interrogate the extent to which the immersive, game-like mode of address present in The Polar Express may signify a (not always successful) attempt to naturalize viewer relations with virtual characters and spaces such as those inherent in a wholly computer-generated film diegesis, and, by extension, the 'invisible' virtual realm of cyberspace; after all, as Bukatman (1998) Within popular culture, the past two decades have featured various attempts to depict, solidify and explore the 'life-world' of cyberspace and the computer, an effort evident in films (TRON, Steve Lisberger, 1982 ; The Matrix, Andy and Larry Wachowski, 1999) , novels (most famously in William Gibson's Neuromancer, 1984) , and television (ReBoot, Alan Best and Nicholas Kendall, 1994) . However, The Polar Express differs significantly from these models insofar as it does not overtly acknowledge its representation of 'computer' space in the context of its narrative, but rather through the mobilization of an immersive, computer-generated visual grammar and multilevel 'digital' narrative. I therefore intend to trace how these distinct-yet-interrelated factors combine to suggest the possibility of new modes of spectatorial identification that may be possible as the media forms of cinema and video games become increasingly hybridized.
To be clear, it is not my intention to suggest that The Polar Express and films like it do not mobilize any aspects of prior cinematic modes; certainly a film like The Polar Express owes as much to previous filmic traditions as it does to the medium of the video game. I would suggest, however, that the collision of these modes in the context of a single, high-profile film such as The Polar Express -and, very possibly as a result, its lackluster critical and public reception -suggests a rather fissured and fragmented concept of the cinema spectator as an individual struggling to reconcile traditional modes of viewership and experience with those that are increasingly more immersive and interactive at the same time as they are becoming progressively more 'virtual'. Getting in the game: re-configuring the spectator-as-gamer Every change in film history implies a change in its address to the spectator, and each period constructs its spectator in a new way. (Gunning, 1990: 61) Film theory has proved useful to recent academic studies of the medium of video and computer games since, as such studies have rightly pointed out, the newest generation of games has sought to emulate certain tropes of cinematic space, narrative, and character construction as their increasingly sophisticated digital rendering capabilities will allow (see, for example, Wolf, 2001 ; King and Krzywinska, 2002; Wolf and Perron, 2003) . However, it is also becoming apparent that film studies must enter into a necessary dialogue with the emergent field of game studies since we are beginning to see ever more evidence of an inversion of this relationship wherein films begin to 'look to and follow precedents set by video games' (Wolf, 2001: 75) in terms of their spatial, narrative, and character tropes. This is especially true given the growing reliance of cinema on computer-generated imagery (CGI), to the extent that films like The Polar Express construct the type of wholly digital characters and diegesis once only found in the context of the video game. Some scholars argue that it is cinema that now must play catch up with video games in terms of both stylistic and narrative innovation; for example, Jenkins (2002) asserts that, 'if anything, game designers have pushed beyond cinema in terms of developing expressive and fantastic environments that convey a powerful sense of mood, provoke our curiosity and amusement, and motivate us to explore'.
The potential for this inversion of influence is especially strong in the Hollywood blockbuster, since such high-budget films must perform across and between the multiple media platforms necessitated by the tightly diversified conglomerates that produce them within the broader economic context of globalized capitalism. Video game revenues now consistently exceed annual box office earnings (see Dutka, 2005: 1; Gentile, 2005) ; 3 hence, the film text itself no longer solely occupies the top of the media hierarchy, generating ancillary spin-offs of books, toys, and video games. Video games are now quite commonly the primary text that gives way to the cinematic spin-off, as exemplified by the Tomb Raider and Resident Evil film franchises, as well as the recent battle between studios to secure the film adaptation rights to the overwhelmingly popular games Halo and Halo 2 (Foreman and Gaudiosi, 2005) . Vying for such properties only makes good economic sense. While Hollywood frets over an unprecedented box office slump, and in particular, the failure of its summer 'tentpole' blockbusters to reverse this trend, Halo 2 achieved $125 million in sales on its first day of release -a record 'opening' for any form of entertainment. 4 Furthermore, since film and video games represent two of the primary forms in which computer-generated imagery is both produced and consumed, their research and development processes have become steadily more intertwined, a fact that has had formal and narrative repercussions for both media forms (see Crawford, 2003: 118 (George Lucas, 2005) are so excruciatingly detailed that they almost beg to be actively explored by the viewer, an invitation that can be more fully realized in the alternate media platforms of the film's 3-D incarnation and, of course, its video game. 5 Prolonged subjective, 'embodied' sequences wherein viewers are wholly aligned with the perspective of computer-generated characters -much like they would be in first-person shooter video gamesare overwhelmingly present in two of the most photoreal, all-CGI films produced to date, Final Fantasy (Hironobu Sakaguchi, 2001) and The Polar Express. Episodic, multi-'level' narratives that alternate between exposition and intense, often highly subjective action sequences are features of all of the films just mentioned. As Angela Ndalianis (2004) observes, cinema and video games -and the various intersections between them -exemplify the broader condition of contemporary entertainment forms, in which 'media merge with media, genres unite to produce new hybrid forms, [and] narratives open up and extend into new spatial and serial configurations ' (pp. 2-3) .
In order to examine The Polar Express as a revealing example of such hybridity, it is thus necessary to situate it in the (admittedly, somewhat abbreviated) historical context of the relationship between cinema spectatorship, gaming and computer-generated imagery. (Final Fantasy, The Polar Express, Toy Story, John Lasseter, 1995) , the pervasiveness of CGI has prompted much scholarly debate as to whether the high-tech blockbuster and its focus on spectacular visual display signifies a rejection of classical narrative integration and character identification in favour of a latter day 'cinema of attractions' (see, for example, Thompson, 1999; King, 2000; Wyatt, 1994) . While Kristen Thompson, Geoff King and others have argued for the persistence of a classical, integrative narrative and mode of address within the most visually innovative blockbuster films, Andrew Darley (2000) asserts that CGI-driven films, as part of the 'new' aesthetic tradition of visual digital culture, belong to 'a spectacle tradition that revels in sensation, astonishment, ephemerality and diversion ' (p. 76) .
For Darley, the various digital forms he examines (including blockbuster cinema, music videos, and video games) are direct, confrontational, and lacking the symbolic depth and representational complexity of earlier cultural forms (pp. 73-6). 6 Examining the first all-CGI feature film to receive a wide release, Pixar's Toy Story, Darley contends that, for contemporary spectators, the visual novelty and uncertainty of CGI's 'second order realism' -its attempts to produce old ways of seeing or representing via non-photographic/indexical means -takes precedence over conventional absorption (p. 84). With the indexical link between image and referent ostensibly severed by the digital ability to create increasingly photoreal worlds and characters within the wholly virtual realm of the computer, the oscillation between 'belief in' and 'decipherment of' the computer-generated image thus, for Darley, becomes the dominant mode of spectatorial engagement with visual digital culture. 7 In this sense, Darley's conception of the contemporary spectator is not unlike Tom Gunning's (1989) incredulous early cinema spectator, whose thrilled or visceral reactions to the confrontational shocks of the pre-classical-narrative cinema of attractions revealed 'pleasure derive[d] from the energy released between the shock caused by this illusion and delight in its pure illusion ' (p. 42) . 8 Certainly the critical response to The Polar Express -emphasizing as it does the film's digital imagery as being 'as distracting as it is fascinating' (Bart, 2004: 4) -suggests that this viewer fluctuation between belief and decipherment, wonder and scrutiny, partly defined the film's reception. Meanwhile, certain set piece sequences imply the spectacular capabilities of the digital medium being foregrounded primarily for their own sake -for example, an elaborate long take in which Zemeckis's virtual camera follows a golden ticket as it flutters out of the train window and makes a circuitous journey back to its bearer via the snowy wake of a passing wolf pack, the beak of an eagle, and the momentum of a snowball. 9 I would like to suggest, however, that this narrative vs spectacle debate that so frequently dominates analyses of CGI in the blockbuster is a reductive means of dealing with an increasingly complex type of cinema -one that addresses a more adaptable, CGI-savvy spectator than Darley acknowledges.
The earliest uses of cinematic CGI within such films as TRON and The Last Starfighter (Nick Castle, 1984) did indeed function as pure attraction insofar as they were rendered unavoidably ostentatious by the very basic rendering capabilities of early 1980s CGI, 10 while the vastly improved techniques of early-to-mid-1990s CGI tended to be mobilized as spectacle in 'impossible' photoreal special effects, ranging from Jurassic Park's dinosaurs to Independence Day's (Roland Emmerich, 1996) combustible White House. Although such ostentatious examples of the impossible photoreal continue to flourish within contemporary blockbuster cinema, Michelle Pierson (1999) observes that the early to mid-1990s signified the 'wonder years' of CGI effects wherein a photoreal-yet-overtly 'techno-futurist' aesthetic self-consciously drew attention to itself via prolonged close-ups and almost-fetishistic tracking shots, particularly within the context of science fiction cinema (pp. 158-61). 11 However, as Pierson notes in a subsequent study (2002) , given the present-day ubiquity of digital imaging within a growing diversity of film genres, the corresponding rise in technical journalistic discourses that cultivate a popular discourse of effects connoisseurship, and the increasing domestication of CGI within the home and workplace, spectator relations with the digital image in cinema are no longer marked by the same degree of wonder and uncertainty (pp. 1-10). The increasingly rapid evolution of spectator engagement with CGI is evident in the perceived datedness of CGI-driven films produced less than a decade ago, a far shorter expiry date than those made prior to the popularization of digital animation and effects.
The domestication of digital imagery can largely be attributed to the growing ubiquity of video and computer games in the home, which allow an ever greater number of players to explore, concretize, and experience digital spaces and subjectivities that could otherwise remain invisible or conceptual. 12 As Bukatman (1998) asserts, since it has supplanted urban space as the primary force behind spectatorial confusion and alienation, cyberspace has become the new referent for contemporary entertainment forms, ' and if the anxiety provoked by electronic culture is a function of its non-visibility, then an overemphasis on visibility and immersion is only to be expected ' (p. 267) . Bukatman argues that the greatest challenge facing contemporary science fiction cinema -and I would argue, blockbuster cinema in general -is how to aestheticize and examine a new mode of experience he terms 'terminal identity', which he defines as 'both the end of the traditional self and the emergence of a new self-definition constructed at the computer screen ' (p. 267) . While The Polar Express lacks the truly interactive relationship between viewer/player that characterizes both virtual reality and video games, I would argue that the sensorial and narrative cues of immersive cinema construct a playful alignment with its characters as surrogate explorers of virtual space -an alignment that implies one possible method of articulating and examining this so-called 'terminal' mode of subjectivity. 13 While cinema tends to mobilize a 'disembodied' gaze -the floating, moving perspective that corresponds with that of the camera 'eye' -to express the subjective perspective of a character, it rarely includes a self-referential examination of the character's body as the vehicle of that perspective. Character-driven video games, on the other hand, tend to acknowledge and even scrutinize the virtual body of the avatar as the vehicle of the player's perspective. This is particularly foregrounded in wildly popular first-person shooter games such as Doom and Quake that align players to see and experience the game space as their avatar does, right down to the visible presence of his or her gunwielding arms encroaching into the frame; we must reload ammunition, change weapons, and examine clues from the perspective of an embodied gaze, not a disembodied one, an alignment which heightens the player's sense of immediacy and presence within a given game space (McMahan, 2003: 71) . 14 Furthermore, as the rendering speed and sophistication of firstperson games continues to increase, players are no longer exclusively limited to the exploratory perspective of their avatars. While some games (such as Tomb Raider) allow players to choose between playing from first-or third-person perspectives, others employ either noninteractive animation sequences or selected in-game opportunities to view that action from an objective perspective, often via swooping, fluid virtual camera movements that expand the player's sense of spatial orientation and topographical detail. While it could be argued that this inclusion of such multiple perspectives is simply another example of video games emulating certain visual tropes of cinema, such views are distinguished by their mobilization strictly for specific aspects of 'clue' or goal-oriented game play, as well as the impossible fluidity and scope of the virtual camera movements that render them. As Jenkins and Squire (2002) assert, games tell stories by and through their organization of highly-immersive 'contested spaces', rewarding those players who learn to scan these highly-detailed, dynamic spaces for any sort of competitive advantage (p. 65).
Therefore, although Zemeckis emulates certain classic techniques of suture throughout (shot-reverse-shot, close-ups, and point-of-view shots as motivated by the story), he also adopts an immersive, game-like phenomenology in several respects. In the first of several thrill ride sequences -Hero Boy's treacherous ski across the top of the train -prolonged first-person point-of-view shots suggest a perspective that is, at times, decidedly embodied. Ski tips poking out into our line of sight below, we dig in furiously as the train chugs upward and threatens to throw us off the back, and are then rewarded with the dizzying kinesthesia of hurtling down the train once it crests the hill and begins to descend. These subjective shots are periodically punctuated by swooping objective perspectives of the top of the train, giving the viewer crucial information about approaching obstacles, goals, and deadlines -in the case of this scene in particular, the imminent deadline of getting off the top of the train prior to entering Flat-Top Tunnel, which forces the decisive action of leaping into a coal car just in time. In the second such sequence just moments laterwhich positions Hero Boy, Hero Girl, and the conductor at the front of the train as it dips and plunges through peaks and troughs of Glacier Gulch 15 -the use of subjective alignment becomes even more pronounced, alternating between a disembodied gaze where the camera/eye seems affixed to the front of the train and the embodied gaze of Hero Boy, his presence evident in the small hands that grip the safety bar in front of him. Zemeckis's cinematography becomes particularly stagy in its virtual virtuosity during this sequence. 16 Several first-person perspectives rotate around to reveal the face of the character ostensibly doing the looking, while gravity-defying aerial shots of the speeding train reveal the next imminent deadline/obstacle -an icy lake that has frozen over the tracks. As The Polar Express derails and slides across the lake, Hero Boy's actions become decidedly more embodied. Aligned with his gaze, we look down at our leg and slipper as the slipper begins to come loose, threatening to release Hero Girl's ticket into the darkness. Arms outstretched in front of us, we grab at the fluttering ticket several times unsuccessfully until, with the help of Hero Girl, we manage to secure it. In such action-driven sequences especially, Zemeckis tends to eschew the seamless assembly of relatively brief shots associated with continuity editing in favour of the almost frenetically mobile long takes made possible by the fact that the only camera he must control exists in the virtual space of the computer. Such prolonged takes function to preserve the sense of a unified, subjectively experienced digital play space more readily associated with that of the video game than with cinema.
As the train approaches the North Pole, our perspective shifts from that of Hero Boy, admiring its twinkling lights in the distance, to that of Zemeckis's gravity-defying objective camera. The camera pulls away from the train and flies over the fortress-like walls of what appears to be a quaint -if rather quiet and austere -European village to reveal networks of winding, seemingly abandoned cobblestone streets and the multiple train tracks that traverse them. From an aerial shot of one such street we then make a dizzying descent to street level just in time to 'catch' The Polar Express as it chugs serendipitously into the shot. Zemeckis then pulls back through the train window to resume the children's perspective as they watch the same quiet streets roll past. When, moments later, Hero Boy and Hero Girl find themselves trapped in a runaway railcar as it careens down the various twists and turns of these treacherously steep cobblestone streets, we once again take up a primarily first-person perspective. This perspective is interrupted minimally by cutaways of the car's wheels moving ever faster and brief reaction shots of the children's terrified faces; through a broader knowledge of their surroundings provided by Zemeckis's roving camera, viewers can experience this subjective alignment with minimal disorientation save that prompted by the vicariously experienced sensation of motion. An embodied alignment with Hero Boy, while not quite so prolonged as that experienced during the Glacier Gulch sequence, is evident as we search out and activate the car's emergency brake. 'Our' arm stretches out before our gaze, cranking the wheel that brings the car to a screeching halt.
Such subjective alignment also demarcates the children's subsequent journey on a high-speed supersleigh belonging to Santa's elves, followed by their trip down a spiraling slide used to transport presents. Again, Zemeckis's camera periodically pulls out of its first-person perspective to inspect the details of the larger environment that his characters are negotiating; however, the overwhelmingly dominant impression on the viewer is one of dizzying, embodied kinesthesia as they hurtle through these digital spaces. In the IMAX version of the film, the kinesthesia of these sequences is reinforced by engulfing, three-dimensional imagery that further heightens an embodied sensibility, prompting viewers in the screening I attended to lean forward, backward, or shift from side to side according to the presumed bodily actions and reactions of the character they were aligned with. The frenetic twitches and evasions of the enraptured gamer reverberate through the body of the cinema spectator, who may not relate to the bodies on screen as analogous to their own, but can experience a sense of vicarious mastery and kinesthetic control over them as they would a digital avatar. (It is also worth noting that such reactions were not limited to IMAX spectators alone -similar movements and evasions were evident in the 2-D screening I attended, a format that would actually be considered more analogous to the current, 2-D television or computer screen interface between gamer and avatar.) Still, the comparative box office and critical success of the IMAX incarnation of The Polar Express -earning 25 per cent of its $163 million domestic take on just 83 IMAX screens (see Breznican and Strauss, 2005: L1) , and praise from reviewers who disliked its 2-D version (see Waterhouse, 2004 : 1H) -suggests a strong spectatorial desire to be drawn even further into the 'play' space of the film's digital diegesis.
Taking it to the next level: digital narrative and The Polar Express
This immersive, playful mode of address is also reinforced by the strong presence of what Warren Buckland (2000) has termed a 'digital narrative', a hybrid of classical narrative logic and video game logic that attempts to engage the consumer habits and forms of pleasure specific to the experience of today's young film audience via its periodic adherence to the rules of the video game, and the serial repetition of these rules until the protagonist has mastered the text in question (pp. 159-60). For Buckland, such digital narratives -and the example he uses is that of Luc Besson's sci-fi blockbuster The Fifth Element (1997) -encourage an immersive mode of 'video' pleasure as the spectator moves vicariously via the protagonist through multiple levels of action, encountering various rewards and punishments that serve as feedback loops while en route to an ultimate destination or goal. It is not my intention to suggest that this type of narrative does not bear any resemblance to the protagonist-centred, cause-and-effectdriven narratives of traditional children's entertainment -it is, after all, a hybrid of classical and 'digital' storytelling structures. However, I would like to suggest that the combined impact of the film's unique visual grammar, the extensive extratextual details of its production process, and its distinctive mobilization of video game logic and pacing all function to place it decidedly in excess of classical cinematic narrative. Furthermore, if the primary aim of the digital narrative is to target the consumption habits and pleasures of young viewers, these habits and pleasures are now far less likely to be defined by the adventures of Bambi, Dumbo, and the like than they are by the narrative logic and structure of the video game. As Wolf (2001) asserts, since contemporary video game narratives have long since moved beyond simple tests of hand-eye co-ordination or puzzle-solving skill to draw on select principles of cause-and-effect-driven cinematic narrative, players have become decidedly more vested in their outcome (p. 101).
The Polar Express begins conventionally enough: on Christmas Eve, in a tranquil, snow-covered suburban neighbourhood, a young boy lies tucked in his bed, gazing fretfully at the ceiling as, in voice over, his adult self (Tom Hanks) recalls that 'I was listening for a sound I feared I would never hear: The ringing bells of Santa's sleigh.' With exceptional economy (due, in part, to its initial adherence to the storyline of the children's book on which it is based), the film thus establishes the classical narrative motivation of a child's journey towards restoring his shaken beliefs and lost innocence. However, from the moment our unnamed 'Hero Boy' steps out of bed to begin investigating his house for any sign of Santa's comings or goings, I would argue that the hybridity of this particular digital narrative becomes apparent. As he alternately tip-toes, runs, and snoops his way through various pieces of evidence -untouched cookies on the plate, a looming shadow in the hall that proves only to be his father piggy-backing his little sister, a file full of clippings he has gathered that suggest Santa may be a hoax -our protagonist also faces a series of small obstacles and challenges that provide the necessary feedback loops to further motivate and provide intrigue to his quest. For example, a hot burst of steam on his arm from the radiator prompts him to step away from his vigil at the bedroom window and begin exploring; stepping with a clang onto a toy metal hubcap in the centre of his room reminds him to proceed slowly and cautiously; the discovery of his father and sister prompts a quick getaway; peering through the keyhole in his sister's door allows him to overhear her expressing doubts about Santa, which further fuel his own and motivate his return to his room to scrutinize and consider all the clues he has gathered thus far.
When The Polar Express pulls up outside his window and the jovial conductor (Hanks again) implores him to hop on, it signifies his movement onto the next level of narrative play. Having passed the 'home' level in his quest for the truth about Santa, he now progresses to the 'train' level, which will essentially allow him to repeat the action of searching (recruiting other characters/players along the way) on an intensified, faster-moving playing field. The acceleration of game/narrative play reinforces the 'digitality' of this particular narrative; while classical storytelling tends to demand the steady elaboration and elongation of action sequences as the film's narrative progresses, The Polar Express adheres to the video game logic that dictates narrative advancement and progression is delineated by the player's ability to master ascending levels of play in shorter and shorter periods of time. Thus, our protagonist's quest across the treacherous, icy roof of the train to help a fellow passenger plays out more rapidly and kinetically than the previous sequence, bringing him face to face with a mysterious hobo who questions his lack of faith and provides him with valuable clues to successfully negotiating his way around The Polar Express. The pair ski wildly along the top of the train until the Hero Boy dives, just in time, into a coal car at the front of the train. There he is rewarded with the discovery of Hero Girl, safe and sound in the engine room. And so it continues, from scene to scene, 'level' to 'level', with the serialized repetition of actions met with various punishment and rewards until the ultimate reward of Hero Boy's encounter with Santa, and his recovery of the ability to 'believe' and once again hear the bells on Santa's sleigh.
Like Hero Boy, Hero Girl is sketched in minimal psychological detail save her motivation for 'getting in the game': her desire to lead, and be trusted and respected by others, which she eventually achieves during their search of the North Pole. Her ability to hear and follow the sounds of the sleigh bells that Hero Boy cannot due to his skepticism designates her as 'lead' player for this particular scene/level. Her authority is reinforced by her move to the centre of the various feedback loops that dictate what course they will follow -for example, she is the first to step out onto narrow, slippery train tracks that run across a seemingly endless chasm below in order to follow the sound of the bells, and the first to advance successfully to solid ground. Furthermore, her leadership through the winding streets of the North Pole is ultimately rewarded by their discovery of the elves' workshop and the conveyor belt of presents that will ultimately help deliver them back to the town square. (This move towards narrative centrality is also accompanied by a brief shift in alignment so that Hero Girl's subjective gaze is that with which viewers are most frequently aligned.) Once the children are delivered back to the town square via airlift in a giant bag of presents, Hero Boy resumes his role as protagonist/lead avatar, a role he maintains for the remainder of the narrative. However, this brief alignment with Hero Girl implies the multiple subject positions possible for gamers/viewers as a possibility within the context of a digital narrative.
Of course, the discernible presence of video game logic in the film's narrative is perhaps most clearly reinforced by the content and structure of its incarnation as a video game, which emulates the different 'levels' of narrative play with identical 'levels' of game play:
All aboard The Polar Express video game, a magical train on a journey to the North Pole. Meet memorable characters from the film as you dash across train tops, ride runaway rail cars, and climb through stacks of presents . . . Get ready for a journey like you never imagined. 17 However, since in the context of the film these levels are periodically interspersed with episodes of more classical narrative development (including the inclusion of a rather underdeveloped relationship with Lonely Boy, the token waif from the wrong side of the tracks) and pure show-stopping spectacle (especially the somewhat incongruous musical numbers, including the frenetic 'Hot Chocolate' song and dance sequence), the challenge facing a digital narrative that tries to combine the nostalgic warmth of a children's story and the goaloriented quest narrative of a video game becomes increasingly apparent. In The Polar Express, the game, you can push a button to skip over such narrative interludes -with the film, one would have to purchase it on DVD in order to practise such mastery. Critical reviews of the film repeatedly fault the dramatic fluctuation in tone that marks its narrative progression; the tone goes off the tracks, as one critic put it, 'pumping the nostalgia one moment, advertising future theme-park roller coasters the next' (Park, 2004: 64) . Thus, although the type of hybrid 'digital narrative ' Buckland (2000) identifies in a science fiction film such as The Fifth Element may provide a relatively seamless mode of immersive 'video pleasure' for the viewer, the different narrative strands of The Polar Express do not fuse nearly so seamlessly.
As Wolf (2001) points out, the rules and cause-and-effect logic that drive video game narratives are embedded with a worldview that matches actions to consequences and determines outcomes (p. 109).
In the sections of The Polar Express adhering to video game logic, this worldview is one that rewards daring and often dangerous exploration, careful and critical scrutiny of one's surroundings, and a cynical disbelief in anything that has not been proven via the gathering of appropriate evidence; this investigative focus articulates the type of broader cultural ambivalence and indeterminacy Bukatman (1998) notes with respect to cyberspace and virtual environments. This contrasts sharply with those sections adhering more closely to classical narrative logic and the worldview of the original children's story, which idealizes a more antiquated, naïve conception of youth as inherently innocent. According to the former, 'belief' is an end-goal that must be actively sought out and captured, while according to the latter, it is a simple, child-like quality that must be protected and preserved. Played out in a digital diegesis that is highly unlikely to solicit naïve viewer belief in the 'wonder' of the images being presented, I would argue that the former is privileged rather unevenly over the latter.
Although The Polar Express may seem to represent too unique a cinematic case study to be indicative of a distinctive sea change in the way contemporary Hollywood cinema endeavours to address and construct its spectators, I would argue that the myriad complicatedand, in many cases, currently unresolvable -issues it raises in terms of spectatorship, 'realism', identification, and virtuality make it an exemplary starting point for any discussion of the volatile past, present and future of visual digital culture. If these discussions can be wrested from the constraining binary of the ongoing 'narrative vs spectacle' debate to consider how such texts may differentially engage a properly contextualized contemporary spectator, more probing questions can be raised and perhaps even answered, at least in part: how can we account for the apparent acceleration of shifts in spectatorial perception with respect to digital imagery? Is it possible to conceive of a time when 'photoreal' CGI is no longer discernible from live-action, photographic cinema -and when spectators no longer care about the distinction? On one level, The Polar Express functions as a compelling historical document of an era when cinema and video games have never been more intertwined in terms of aesthetics, character construction, and narrative, and raises compelling questions about the differences and similarities between the behaviours and responses of gamers and cinema spectators. On quite another level, however, it articulates certain anxieties about the future of human subjectivity and bodily experience in a world increasingly defined by 'virtual' culture and experience.
Notes
1 Since The Polar Express had cost an estimated $170 million to make, nervous executives at Warner Bros. hoped the promotional campaign would ensure its box office success. There was reportedly much anxiety over whether audiences would embrace its unconventional computer-generated aesthetic -which relied on an improved form of motion capture technology called 'performance capture' to allow 'real' human actors to provide the bodily and facial performances that would form the basis of each computer-generated character. During the film's pre-release media build-up, Steve Daley (2004) noted that, 'in an attempt to inoculate the public against bewildered reactions, Warner's has been circulating lots of behind-the-scenes shots of Hanks in a sensor-studded jumpsuit ' (p. 44) . The all-CGI sci-fi film Final Fantasy (Hironobu Sakaguchi, 2001 ) marked the last attempt to put near-photoreal digital humans on screen in a feature-length film, and it had been a tremendous disappointment both critically and financially. ' and fundamental intertextuality Darley (2000) observes in visual digital seems to place it in an ostensibly 'postmodern' culture of the 'depthless image' built on references to other media forms Jameson identifies; however, Darley doesn't authoritatively weigh in on whether this transition towards direct, confrontational 'depthlessness' should be understood as a new phase of modernism (late modernism) or a decisive move to something different (postmodernism). Instead, he simply endorses the notion of a shift in cultural/aesthetic practices themselves, understandable given the changes/developments in 20th-century ways in which culture is produced/distributed. 7 The heightened photorealism of a film such as The Polar Expressincluding its use of 'lifelike' human characters -puts Darley's (2000) notion of second order realism to the test even more so than the anthropomorphized toys of Toy Story. However, it is important to note that, while Toy Story is a fairly straightforward example of computer animation, The Polar Express is viewed by both its critics and creators as neither computer animation nor live action cinema, but rather an unprecedented combination of the two. In a letter to the Academy, Gene Deitch (2005) requests that it be taken out of consideration for best animated feature, since it represents not an animated film, but rather 'a kind of "virtual reality"':
The Polar Express, it seems to me, opens up the possibility of an entirely new category, which may possibly develop; Motion Capture, as a way of creating a special kind of virtual reality. Whether it's a good thing or a blind alley, is another subject for discussion, but what is clear to me is that it is NOT animation in its traditional and technical meaning.
8 Darley's (2000) argument is much indebted to Tom Gunning's influential study of early cinema, in which Gunning identifies a 'cinema of attractions' characterized by its focus on episodic sensational action rather than sustained narrative development and a direct, presentational mode of address that confronts and often 'shocks' the viewer rather than soliciting their identification with the characters involved (Gunning, 1989: 31-45 ). Gunning exhaustively catalogues early cinema's indebtedness to 'spectacle' forms of entertainment that had preceded and coincided with it (including trompe l'oeil paintings, the amusement park, and the magic theatre), theorizing an 'incredulous' spectator whose engagement with this cinema of attractions had been informed, shaped, and naturalized by these alternate forms. Gunning posits that the 'cinema of attractions' typified a modern form of aesthetics which, in response to the desire for attractions and images associated with the fin-de-siècle expansion of urban modernity, consumer society, and colonization, 'categorized the visible world into a series of discreet attractions' (Gunning, 1989: 40) ; citing Benjamin and Kracauer, Gunning asserts that the public taste for the 'shocks' of early cinema did not just reflect the negative impact of modernity on human experience and sense perception, it was also a strategy against it, utilizing discontinuous shocks to expose the loss of immediacy and coherence within viewers' daily lives (pp. 41-2). Although relevant connections can be made between Gunning's (1990) model of the early cinema spectator and certain conditions of contemporary spectatorship, Gunning doesn't similarly historicize the contemporary spectator when he asserts that such 'attractions' persist (albeit 'tamed' and contained by an overarching narrative structure) in contemporary cinema within the special-effects-driven Hollywood blockbuster (p. 61).
9 Zemeckis also references his own previous accomplishments in digital filmmaking with this particular shot -specifically, the photoreal, digital feather that flutters its way through the opening sequence of Forrest Gump (Robert Zemeckis, 1995) . The novelty and difficulty of achieving a convincing version of this earlier sequence has been well documented in the media attention paid to Forrest Gump; the prolonged, foregrounded nature of The Polar Express sequence seems intended to highlight the relative ease with which Zemeckis can now achieve similar, even more elaborate effects.
10
The basic rendering capabilities of early 1980s CGI -which relied heavily on the same rendering techniques as early video games, including raster graphics and ray tracing -could adequately produce certain elements of the science fiction genre, including digital lines, grids, lasers, and hard, uniform surfaces, but such simple elements tended to be foregrounded rather than naturalized, soliciting spectatorial attention directly rather than blending seamlessly into the diegesis of the film (Hilf, 1996: 4-31 ' (p. xiii) . 12 At present, more than 40 per cent of American homes possess some sort of gaming platform, while 23 per cent of homes own more than three such consoles (Bond, 2005) . Meanwhile, one-sixth of the American population plays online video games regularly, a figure expected to increase to one-half of the population by 2008 (Business Wire, 2004) . Devotees of MMORPGs (Massively Multiplayer Online Role-Playing Games) spend countless hours navigating exhaustively detailed virtual worlds as their avatars, whose back story, disposition and appearance have been custom designed (within certain parameters) by the player; so immersive are these virtual spaces, some gamers become 'lost' in them to the extent of disassociating from their real lives to the point of social isolation or even starvation (Crawford, 2003: 119) . Furthermore, once thought to be almost exclusively the purview of young men between the ages of 18 and 35, a recent Nielsen study concluded that 39 per cent of all gamers are female, and while the average age of gamers overall hovers at around 30, new gamers are starting younger, and those who've grown up with video games continue to play as they get older; as a result, nearly one-quarter of all gamers today are over age 40 (Gaudiosi, 2005) . The same study indicated that the average male consumer spends almost the same amount on video games as he does on movies ($33 per month on video games vs $34 per month on movies, including theatrical releases, DVDs, and video), and that this minor gap is only widened slightly when female consumers are factored in (Bond, 2005) . 13 As Erkki Huhtamo (1995) asserts, immersive media forms must be treated as historical and ideological constructions that manifest themselves in different times and places as one facet of 'the ongoing mapping of the mental topography of the human-machine relationship ' (p. 161) . Therefore, although an immersive, engulfing mode of cinematic address can be traced from the panorama and travelogue films of early cinema to the widescreen revolution of the 1950s, to the recent proliferation of 'ridefilms' such as Disneyland's Star Tours (1987) and Back to the Future: The Ride (1991), I would argue that efforts of The Polar Express to pull viewers into its computer-generated diegesis signify something other than pure thrill ride or confrontational spectacle -specifically, that it urges viewers to 'get in the game ' and partake in an active exploration of the virtual reality it presents. 14 Alison McMahan (2003) pinpoints the origin of this immersive 'embodied' perspective in the 1992 game Wolfenstein 3-D, and asserts that its evolution in the increasingly detailed virtual worlds of Doom (1993), Quake (1996), and Unreal (1998) has actually set the new standard for user 'presence' in virtual space to which creators of virtual reality interfaces now aspire. 15 It is worth noting that neither of these roller coaster sequences occur in the original children's book.
